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Abstract: Isolation piles are widely used to control the influence of shield tunnelling on adjacent
buildings as an effective protective measure. However, the restraint effect of isolation pile on surface
settlement trough is rarely explored from the internal mechanism. Firstly, the restraint mechanism
of isolation piles is investigated from the pile-soil-tunnel interaction mechanism. Secondly, based
on the Melan solution and the Loganathan formula, the analytical solution of surface settlement
trough under the influence of adjacent isolation piles is derived. Thirdly, in order to satisfy the
engineering analysis scale and reflect the friction characteristics between isolation pile and soil
particles simultaneously, the FDM-DEM coupling technique is introduced to establish a numerical
model including discrete medium and continuum medium. Finally, the applicability and reliability
of the analytical solution and the FDM-DEM coupling numerical solution are verified by comparing
field measured data. The results indicate that the surface settlement trough under the influence of
isolation piles will have an asymmetric distribution. Surface settlement tends to develop more to
the opposite side of the tunnel when isolation piles are pre-installed on one side. The findings of the
study have substantial theoretical significance and engineering reference value.

Keywords: shield tunnel; isolation pile; surface settlement trough; analytical solution; FDM-DEM coupling

1. Introduction

In recent years, the increasing urban population density and residents’ travel demand
have brought huge traffic load to the limited ground space. The underground railway con-
structed by shield tunnelling has advantages of large unit transport, fast transport speed,
high punctuality, and almost no influence from external weather, which can effectively
mitigate the ground traffic congestion and gradually become the first choice for residents
to travel in the urban area. However, shield tunnelling often needs to pass through a
huge number of existing pile foundations at a close distance due to the large quantity of
infrastructure in metropolitan areas [1–5]. Tunnelling-induced ground surface settlement,
inclination, and discontinuous displacement could affect or even damage adjacent super-
structures. The isolation pile between the existing pile and the tunnel is widely proven as an
efficient protective measure for controlling the displacement of building’s pile foundation
induced by shield tunnelling [6–9].

In general, the surface settlement trough induced by shield tunnelling is approximately
a Gaussian distribution in transverse direction [10]. However, when the isolation pile is pre-
installed, the stiffness of the isolation pile is substantially larger than that of the surrounding
soil, resulting in an asymmetrical distribution of surface settlement trough. Currently, vari-
ous scholars have focused on this issue and conducted several studies. Fantera et al. [11]
first presented a plane strain finite element analysis, in which a continuous diaphragm
made by adjacent panels was established to evaluate the effects of various geometrical and
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mechanical parameters. Ding et al. [12] held the opinion that surface settlement trough
based on Peck formula was not reasonable. Surface settlement trough will present cork
distribution, skewed distribution, and normal distribution according to the scope of the
disturbance when shield tunnelling passes through adjacent buildings. Huang et al. [13]
highlighted that the surface settlement trough curve presented a ‘hanging phenomenon’
near the adjacent pile foundation. The existence of pile foundation will restraint the dis-
placement of soil around pile induced by shield tunnelling. Rampello et al. [14] presented
a numerical study to evaluate the efficiency of different schemes of embedded barriers. The
results illustrated that the diaphragm wall could reduce both surface settlements and cur-
vature of surface settlement trough beyond its location. Masini et al. [15] conducted a series
of soil-structure interaction finite element analyses to evaluate the efficiency of a barrier
made of a line of bored piles, comparing with field monitoring data from a test site in Rome
and simple empirical equations. Franza et al. [16] proposed a three-dimensional linear
elastic prediction method to evaluate the protective action of pile walls against surface and
subsurface ground movements due to tunnel excavation. The barrier efficiency in reduc-
ing settlements is explored by comparing pile walls and diaphragm walls. Sun et al. [17]
established three-dimensional finite element models to analyze the effects of different
pile diameters and different distance between pile and tunnel on the surface settlement
trough. An asymmetric skewness distribution curve was proposed by fitting the simulated
data. Cao et al. [18] proposed an elastic solution for evaluating tunneling-induced vertical
ground displacements due to the restraint of embedded isolation piles. Parametric analysis
indicates that parameters associated with the isolation pile and the soil have significant
influence on the surface settlement troughs and the barrier efficiency. To sum up, the
above theoretical studies, numerical simulations, centrifugal tests, and field measured
data adequately describe the restraint effect of isolation piles. However, most scholars
performed parametric analyses, but did not investigate the underlying reasons for impact
on the surface settlement trough induced by the pile-soil-tunnel interaction mechanism.

In view of the aforementioned issues, it is of great significance to study the restraint
mechanism of isolation pile on soil displacement induced by shield tunnelling, which can
help us better predict the surface settlement trough and accurately evaluate the protection
effect of isolation pile on the adjacent buildings.

The outline of this paper is as follows: firstly, the Loganathan formula [19] based
on virtual image principle is adopted to calculate the surface settlement trough without
isolation piles. On this basis, Melan solution [20,21] in the semi-infinite plane based on
elasticity is introduced to derive the ultimate surface settlement trough from the perspective
of negative friction of pile edge. Secondly, an engineering case is found in the Changsha
Metro Line 5 from East Laodong Road Station to Huaya Station, where shield tunnelling
passes through Huaya International Hotel at a close distance. Thirdly, a two-dimensional
numerical model is established based on FDM-DEM coupling, with the constraint effect
of the isolation pile on the surface settlement trough reflected through the friction effect
between particles and the wall. Finally, the applicability and reliability of the analytical and
numerical solutions are verified by comparing field measured data, which has significant
engineering guiding reference in analyzing such projects.

2. Restraint Mechanism of Isolation Pile
2.1. Pile-Soil-Tunnel Interaction Mechanism

Ground loss is an inevitable consequence of shield tunnelling. The ground loss in the
disturbed zone will cause discontinuous settlement due to stress redistribution, resulting
in soil particle wedge-caulking. According to the affecting degree of stratum disturbance
induced by shield tunnelling, the strata perpendicular to the direction of shield tunnelling
can be separated into three zones. As shown in Figure 1, they are, respectively, affected zone
I (strong disturbance zone), affected zone II (medium disturbance zone), and affected zone
III (weak disturbance zone). The larger the disturbance, the greater the soil displacement
toward the excavation area.
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Figure 1. Pile-soil-tunnel interaction mechanism.

In Figure 1, ωs is the vertical displacement of soil, ωp is the vertical displacement
of isolation pile, fs is the restraint force of soil on pile side, fp is the negative friction of
isolation pile. As the vertical displacement of soil induced by tunnelling is larger than that
of adjacent isolation pile, the surface of isolation pile will be affected by negative friction
downward. According to the law of action and reaction, the soil around the isolation pile is
subjected to upward by restraint force, resulting in the inconsistent surface settlement on
both sides of the pile body.

2.2. Melan Solution

Melan first presented an elastic mechanics solution for a vertical line loading beneath
the surface of a semi-infinite plane [20,21]. However, Melan’s initial solution is merely a
stress solution and does not satisfy the compatibility equation of elastic mechanics, which
makes Melan solution less commonly utilized to guide engineering practice. On the basis of
Melan solution, Verruijt and Booker [22] further derived the analytical solution of vertical
displacement, in which a vertical line loading beneath the surface of a semi-infinite plane.
In this study, Melan solution is introduced to analyze the restraint effect of adjacent isolation
pile on the surface settlement trough through coordinate transformation. The calculation
diagram of Melan solution is shown in Figure 2.

2.3. Analytical Solution

In this study, the Loganathan formula [19] is adopted to calculate the surface settlement
trough without considering the influence of isolation piles. The vertical displacement of
soil can be obtained by:

ωL = R2

− y− h

x2 + (y− h)2 +
(3− 4µ)(y + h)

x2 + (y + h)2 −
2y
[

x2 − (y + h)2
]

[
x2 + (y + h)2

]2

4gR + g2

4R2 · exp

[
− 1.38x2

(h + R)2 −
0.69y2

h2

]
(1)

where ωL is the vertical displacement of soil induced by shield tunnelling without consider-
ing the effect of isolation pile (m), h is the depth of the tunnel axis from the ground surface
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(m), R is the radius of the tunnel (m), g is the gap parameter, x is the lateral distance from
the tunnel axis (m), and y is the depth measured from the ground surface (m).
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The vertical displacement of soil for a vertical line loading upward beneath the surface
of a semi-infinite plane can be calculated by:

ωM =
P

8πG(1− µ)

[
(3− 4µ) ln

r1

r2
+

x2

r2
1
− x2

r2
2

]
− P(1− µ)

πG
ln r1 +

P(y− a)2

2πGr2
1

+
Pya

[
x2 − (y− a)2

]
4πG(1− µ)r4

1
+ u0 (2)

where ωM is the vertical displacement of soil caused by the vertical line load (m), P is the
vertical line load per unit length (N/m), G is the shear modulus (N/m2), a is the distance
from load application point to ground surface (m), u0 is the constant related to rigid body
displacement (m), µ is the Poisson’s ratio, r1 is the distance from the observation point
to load application point (m), and r2 is the distance from the observation point to load
application image point (m).

r1 and r2 can be expressed as:

r1 =
[

x2 + (y− a)2
] 1

2 (3)

r2 =
[

x2 + (y + a)2
] 1

2 (4)

Equation (2) can be expressed as Equation (5) after coordinate transformation.

ωM
′ = P

8πG(1−µ)

[
(3− 4µ) ln R1

R2
+

x2
1

R2
1
− x2

1
R2

2

]
− P(1−µ)

πG ln R1

+ P(y−a)2

2πGR2
1
+

Pya[x2
1−(y−a)2]

4πG(1−µ)R4
1

+ u0

(5)

where ωM
′

is the vertical displacement of soil caused by restraint effect of isolation pile
(m), x1 is the lateral distance from the tunnel axis after coordinate transformation (m),
x1 = x − l, l is the distance from isolation pile to tunnel axis (m), R1 is the distance from the
observation point to load application point after coordinate transformation (m), and R2 is
the distance from the observation point to load application image point after coordinate
transformation (m).
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R1 and R2 can be expressed as:

R1 =
[
(x1 − l)2 + (y− a)2

] 1
2 (6)

R2 =
[
(x1 − l)2 + (y + a)2

] 1
2 (7)

The vertical displacement of soil induced by shield tunnelling considering the restraint
effect of adjacent isolation pile can be expressed as Equation (8). When y→ 0, the results
degenerate into surface settlement trough.

ω = ωL + ωM
′ (8)

3. Case Study

As shown in Figure 3, a case study is found in the Changsha Metro Line 5 from East
Laodong Road Station to Huaya Station. The interval right tunnel passes through Huaya
International Hotel at a close distance between mileage YDK27 + 680 m and YDK27 + 750 m.
The building is a frame-shear wall structure of 3–22 stories, with a basement of 1 story.
The foundations are made of artificial bored piles with a diameter of 1000 mm. The pile
toe enters a 1.5 m thick bearing layer. The minimum horizontal distance between the pile
foundation of adjacent building and the tunnel edge is approximately 6.01 m. The thickness
of soil in this section is about 16.0 m, and the stratum is mainly weathered conglomerate.
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Before shield tunnelling to the Huaya International Hotel, the concrete piles with
800 mm diameter and 600 mm spacing are pre-installed in a single row to isolate and
protect the building near the right tunnel side. Isolation piles made of C30 underwater
concrete (strength is equivalent to ordinary C35 concrete) are installed from the ground
surface to the bottom of the tunnel. At this time, the shortest distance between the edge of
right tunnel and the isolation pile is merely 3.7 m.

In order to study the restraint effect of isolation pile on surface settlement trough
induced by shield tunnelling, the surface settlement observation points were monitored by
precision leveling instrument and indium steel ruler. The monitoring holes were drilled by
140 mm crystal drill.
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4. FDM-DEM Coupling Model

The discrete element method (DEM) decomposes the soil mass into a series of particles
in space, enabling for the calculation of friction between particles and walls. This study
focuses on the restraint effect caused by friction between isolation piles and soil, which is
suitable for simulation by discrete element method. However, the computational efficiency
of the discrete element method is far lower than that of the continuum approaches, such as
the finite element method (FEM) and the finite difference method (FDM). Therefore, the
modeling size of DEM will be severely constrained. In order to satisfy the requirement of
engineering analysis scale and reflect micro mechanical properties, this study introduces
the FDM-DEM coupling technique [23–26] to realize the efficient coupling analysis between
discrete medium and continuum medium.

4.1. FDM-DEM Coupling Technique

The FDM-DEM coupling mechanism based on FLAC2D and PFC2D is shown in Figure 4
for the plane strain problem. The force-displacement criterion is applied to each contact
in each PFC2D cycle. Particle motion is controlled according to Newton’s second law. The
positions of particles and walls are constantly updated. The unbalanced force on coupled
wall-zone will be transmitted to FLAC2D through the embedded Socket I/O interface. After
obtaining the new stress and force, the new velocity and displacement will be calculated by
balance equation. The node displacement in the coupled area will be transformed into a
new displacement boundary condition through the Socket I/O interface again, so that the
particles in the discrete domain will generate displacement. The cycle calculations will be
carried out in turn.
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4.2. Numerical Model

According to the case mentioned above, the FDM-DEM coupling model is shown in
Figure 5. The model has a length of 60 m and a height of 40 m. The discrete domain is 20 m
in length and 18 m in height. The radius of shield tunnel is 3.0 m. The distance between
the isolation pile and the right tunnel is 3.7 m. The length of the isolation pile is 22 m, and
the width is 0.8 m. Ground loss induced by shield tunnelling is simulated by controlling
walls shrinkage. The ground loss rate is estimated to be 2.5% based on feedback from field
construction parameters. Isotropic elastic constitutive model is adopted in FLAC2D zone.
In order to accurately simulate the characteristics of rock and soil, linear parallel bond
constitutive model is adopted in PFC2D ball. Macroscopic and microscopic physical and
mechanical parameters of soil are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Macroscopic and microscopic physical and mechanical parameters of soil.

Macroscopic
Parameters

Young’s
Modulus (MPa)

Density
(kg/m3)

Poisson’s
Ratio

Friction
Angle (◦)

Cohesion
(kPa)

Soil mass 75 2250 0.25 30 40

Microscopic
Parameters

Effective
Modulus (MPa)

Normal
Stiffness
(N·m−1)

Tangential
Stiffness
(N·m−1)

Normal
Bond (kPa)

Shear
Bond (kPa)

Soil mass 18.5 7.5 × 106 4.5 × 106 40 45

5. Analysis and Verification
5.1. Results of Analytical Solution

The surface settlement trough calculated by the analytical solution proposed in this
study is shown in Figure 6. The friction of adjacent isolation piles on the surrounding
soil restricts the surface settlement trough to some extent, resulting in an asymmetric
distribution of the ultimate surface settlement trough. According to the results of the Melan
solution, it can be found that the restraint effect becomes more obvious with the shortening
of the distance from the isolation pile. The surface settlement decreases remarkably near
the isolation pile. If the isolation pile is located on the right side of the tunnel, the surface
settlement trough shows the characteristics of left low and right high. The analytical
solution proposed in this study reveals the reasons of asymmetric surface settlement trough
deformation resulting from the pile-soil-tunnel interaction mechanism.

5.2. Results of FDM-DEM Coupling

Figure 7 presents the contours of soil displacement around the tunnel induced by
shield tunnelling with and without isolation piles. It can be seen that the affected zone
of soil displacement above the top of the tunnel is wider and the displacement variation
is more uniform without isolation pile. The affected zone of soil displacement above the
tunnel top is restricted under the influence of isolation piles. The soil around the pile is
restrained to some extent under the impact of friction, which blocks soil displacement to
progress to the other side of the isolation pile.
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The comparisons of surface settlement trough calculated by FDM-DEM coupling
is shown in Figure 8. There is an asymmetric phenomenon in the surface settlement
trough without isolation piles due to the randomness of particle generation and particle
distribution after initial stress balance. The overall results are highly similar to those
calculated by Loganathan formula. The maximum surface settlement with isolation piles is
slightly less than that without isolation piles. In this case, the maximum surface settlement
without isolation piles is 8.937 mm, and the maximum surface settlement with isolation
piles is 8.225 mm, with a decrease of 7.96%. The numerical results indicate that if isolation
piles are pre-installed on the right side of the tunnel, the soil displacement will be restrained
on the right side, but the soil displacement will transfer to the side without pile.
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5.3. Comparison with Field Measured Ddata

The comparison results of the analytical solution, FDM-DEM coupling, and field
measured data are shown in Figure 9. The results indicate that the analytical solution
proposed in this study and the numerical solution based on FDM-DEM coupling are both in
good agreement with the field measured data. The numerical solution based on FDM-DEM
coupling is slightly larger than the measured data when analyzing the surface settlement
on the left side of the tunnel. The displacement of surface settlement trough at x = −30 m
is −1.893 mm, which is larger than −0.459 mm calculated by analytical solution. The
reason for this phenomenon is that in the FDM-DEM coupling calculation, the calculation
mode of the continuum medium needs to be adjusted to the ‘model largestrain’ mode.
The results of soil displacement are more significantly affected by the parameters, and the
calculation results may be larger than the measured data. This finding clearly indicates that
when isolation piles are pre-installed on one side of the tunnel, surface settlement tends to
develop more on the opposite side. In the meantime, the surface settlement trough could
be discontinuous while passing through the position of isolation pile in the actual situation.
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6. Conclusions

(1) The restraint mechanism of isolation piles on the surface settlement trough induced
by shield tunnelling is analyzed based on pile-soil-tunnel interaction mechanism.
The friction between pile and surrounding soil is the principal reason of restraint
effect. Based on the Melan solution and Loganathan formula, the analytical solution
is derived. The analytical solution could reflect the restraint effect of isolation pile on
the surface settlement trough from the internal mechanism;

(2) Taking the Changsha Metro Line 5 from East Laodong Road Station to Huaya Station,
where shield tunnelling passes through Huaya International Hotel at a close distance
as an engineering background. The FDM-DEM coupling technique is introduced to
establish the numerical model. The coupling numerical model could simultaneously
satisfy the engineering analysis scale and reflect the friction characteristics between
isolation pile and soil particles;

(3) The FDM-DEM coupling model can simulate the impact of different ground loss
rates on surface settlement trough by deleting and activating preset circle walls. The
affected zone above the tunnel top has a wider range and a more uniform variation
after shield tunnelling without isolation pile, while the range of affected zone de-
creases under the influence of isolation pile. The existence of isolation pile blocks the
continuous development of soil displacement;

(4) Comparing with field measured data, the applicability and reliability of the analytical
solution and the FDM-DEM coupling model proposed in this study are verified.
The ultimate surface settlement trough induced by shield tunnelling presents an
asymmetric distribution due to the restraint effect of isolation pile on surrounding
soil. The maximum surface settlement with isolation piles is less than that without
isolation piles. Meanwhile, when isolation piles are pre-installed on one side of the
tunnel, surface settlement tends to develop more on the side without isolation piles.
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